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Youth drinking is a complex social issue.

All - parents, teachers, government, police, community groups, 
retailers, adult customers and producers have a stake in and 
responsibility for.

These groups need to work together in a broad coalition.

By partnering with GO’s, community, media and relevant 
organisations the effectiveness and scale can be greatly enhanced!

Brewers have made a commitment to work as an industry.

Education programs for youth should be designed and 
implemented by local educational experts and delivered by teachers 
or community youth leaders.

What is Our Approach?
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Working to prevent youth from buying our products is a 
critical part of any youth drinking prevention program.

We have an ongoing relationship with the retail trade.

We have made the program part of the sales force 
goals.

Why?
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Programs implemented largely by sales forces and 
trade customers.

Presenting one clear, unified message to the trade.

Involving the sales forces of as many as possible 
companies (brewers).

Maximising the visibility of the program.

Working with retailers and the general public.

Several Factors
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„Age limits are legal limits”
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Campaign was run in association with the State Agency for
Alcohol Related Problems (PARPA).

Targeted retailers.

Calling on them to respect the law and to ask for proof of age.

Education

• Reminding about the law in force

• Delivering useful tools to help to observe the law 

• Training on how to „refuse” sales to kids

Control

• „Controlled alcohol purchases” by PARPA representatives

Key Assumptions
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Selling alcohol to the minors is a crime.

Age limits are legal limits. 
Don’t cross them – don’t sell!

Campaign Key Messages
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State Police Department

Children’s Rights Ombudsman in Poland

Office for Competition and Consumer Protection

National radio station (free air time)

Public Television (free air time)

All major cable operators in the country and DTH 
platform, i.e. Canal +, UPC (free air time)

Cinema broker (free air time in selected multiplexes)

Local municipal authorities

Support / Patronage
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ATL Materials

Outdoor in major cities 
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ATL Materials

Citiboards in holiday 
resorts 
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BTL Materials / Retailer’s Kit 

B1 posters

A3 posters

Leaflets

Adhesive bands
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Media Coverage

Lasting from July til mid September, the campaign was covered by 
approximately 180 releases about the project and related activities. 

Publications by media types
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Post Campaign Market Research

KEY CONCLUSIONS:
37% of respondents stated they had got in touch with the campaign. 
The audience of the campaign was dominated by younger (18-24 years) 
and middle-aged individuals (25-39 years). 
Most (64% individuals who got in touch with the campaign) saw spots 
on television, every third saw billboards and info at POS.
The message of the campaign was clearly understandable (70% 
respondents).
The majority (about 80%) of individuals who saw the campaign stated  
that the initiative:

would significantly contribute to development of less permissive attitudes 
towards youth sale of alcohol
would encourage people to reprimand sales assistants selling alcohol to the 
underage
would encourage sales assistants to demand an ID from underage-looking 
customers. 

National Comprehensive Research, representative sample of adult Poles, N=1034, 4-5 October 2003
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Golden Clipper Award in the national contest of PR 
campaigns organised by the Polish PR Consultancies 
Association – winner in the social campaigns’ category

Awards
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„Don’t be Indifferent to 
Underage Alcohol Sale”
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Pre – Campaign Research

Nationwide market research on alcohol sale to minors conducted 
on a representative sample of 818 points of alcohol sale 
(Mystery Shopper methodology).

Key research results: 
77% shop assistants sold alcohol to an underage-looking customer

„Underage” pollster was asked for ID only in 23% of stores

Only 4% of accidental witnesses reacted and rebuked shop 
assistants (38 out of 1053 people)

As a result of the intervention undertaken by a pollster – witness, 
the number of cases when alcohol was sold to a minor dropped 
from 77% to 48%
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Focus on points of alcohol sale and adults selling alcohol
Develop the campaign into a nationwide social program of 
responsible alcohol sale:

• education
• promoting good examples of responsible attitudes and lawful behavior 

to encourage others to follow
• motivation (certificates)

Key Assumptions

Involve the whole retail trade community in the program
and gain support of organisations representing retailers

Support activities at POS by a media action targeted at 
alcohol sale witnesses and apeal for their responsible 
reactions.
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Don’t be indifferent to underage alcohol sale.

React, support the retailer who refuses the sale.

Your reaction is helpful and you can make a 
change.

Key Messages
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New designs

New educational materials distributed to 80.000 POS

New TV spot

Targeting witnesses

A phone line „Line for People Who Care”

Reinforce campaign by the participation of local 
authorities and communities

Over 600 communes from all over Poland declared their 
active support for the campaign

Refreshing the Campaign With:
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Support / Partners

Partner: PARPA (Ministry of Health)

Trade & Consumer Organisations supporting the program:

National Association of Trade & Services

Polish Chamber of Commerce

Polish Organisation of Commerce and Distribution

Office for Competition and Consumer Protection

Retail Partners:

Tesco, Real, Jeronimo Martins, E.Leclerc, Kaufland

Media Patrons: 
10 TV stations (public & private)

3 national press titles 

2 national radio stations

Other media: outdoor and cinema networks, internet portals 
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BTL Materials / Retailer’s Kit

Window sticker: „We don’t 
sell alcohol to minors”

Display: „Sale assistant has a 
right to check ID of a person 
buying alcohol”
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BTL Materials / Retailer’s Kit

In-store poster „React if an 
underage person is trying to 
buy alcohol”

Pocket guidebook for shop 
assistant „How to say NO and 
refuse alcohol sale to minors”
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ATL Materials

Press ad, outdoor, TV spot
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Media Coverage

Regional Press

National 
Press

RadioTV
Internet

46 12 11
25

96

190 media releases in total
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Campaign Evaluation: Two Research Studies (1)

1. National Omnibus Study of a representative sample of 
adult Poles indicated that: 
Almost 70% of all respondents had had contact with the campaign;

Over 90% of respondents who declared that they were familiar with the campaign 
had seen it on TV, 21% at retail POS, and 11% in the press;

Social disapproval for individuals serving alcohol to the underage visibly increased;

86% of total respondents (against 78% in 2003) strongly condemned alcohol sale to 
minors, 77% shared this view for wine (against 71% in 2003), and 72% for beer 
(against 64% in 2003);

80% of total interviewees declared their support for alcohol manufacturers who 
have committed themselves to a campaign constraining underage access to alcohol; 

Such practices are seen as demonstrations of social responsibility and were more 
frequently appreciated by people with a university background (89%) and aged 25-
59 years (84%).
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Campaign Evaluation: Two Research Studies (2)

2. The Mystery Shopper Research

Covered 105 points-of-sale in six selected cities to assess the impact of 

audits and related Responsible Vendor Certificates and Yellow Warning 

Cards on vendors’ attitudes towards underage sale of alcohol.

Almost 75% of points of sale located in towns and cities with heavy in-

store activities and controls did not sell sell alcohol to minors during the 

research period

Only 22% shop assistants from cities where the initiative was not 

implemented on a volume scale refused to sell alcohol to minors.
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Silver Magellan Award 2005 in the competition organised 
by the League of American Communications  
Professionals – silver winner in a community relations 
category

Nomination for the Golden Clipper Award 2005

Awards
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„Don’t be Indifferent to 
Underage Alcohol Sale”
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The program continued with:
Broadcasting of a TV documentary series developed in 25 
parts (5 minutes each) in public television.

Raising public awareness about the problem.

Keeping media and general public interested in the problem.

The documentary featured cases from all over Poland 
together with experts’ and MPs’ opinions.

Educational materials for shop assistants were distributed to 
80.000 POS before the summer season

Campaign Continuation
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Continuing increasing public awareness on the legal age 
limit

Appealing to / calling on retailers to respect the law and 
meet high ethics standards in their business

Reach relevant authorities with a compliance function 
e.g. police, municipalities

Plans for 2008



This paper was produced for a meeting organized by Health & Consumer Protection DG and represents the views of its author on the
subject. These views have not been adopted or in any way approved by the Commission and should not be relied upon as a statement of 
the Commission's or Health & Consumer Protection DG's views. The European Commission does not guarantee the accuracy of the data
included in this paper, nor does it accept responsibility for any use made thereof.
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